Stonewood Select Designs
Current Trends, Competitive Pricing, Attractive Lead Times

Stonewood Exterior Design Offering

Stonewood Standard Designs
Versatile Woodgrains, Solid and Abstract Designs

Stand Alone in a World of Color!
#TRENDING
A collection of the most current designs and styles for today’s progressive market.

STONOOD SELECT
Our most popular designs; offering competitive pricing, attractive lead times, plus Made in America.

- Hillsgrove Hickory 8330-AA
- Canton Hickory 6517-AA
- Metropolitan Walnut 8169-AA
- Shadwell Oak 9573-AA
- Mercer Cherry 4585-AA
- Washington Cherry 6404-AA
- Asheville Cherry 1334-AA
- Cheshire Mahogany 7755-AA
- Madison Walnut 2831-AA
- Seneca Walnut 3353-AA
- Sunray 2457-AA

Visit Stonewood.com to view samples or find your local representative
True Nature Trend

Natural wood finishes, earthen textures and unique material characteristics that are showcased rather than corrected.

Mineralize Trend

Neutral grey undertones as seen in concrete, slate, and weathered woodgrains.

Industrial Trend

Rustic time-worn metals, reclaimed materials, natural stones and sun faded woodgrains.
Standard Design Offering

Beauty Meets Brawn

Designed to withstand all weather conditions, Stonewood Architectural Panels are as durable as they are beautiful.

Tested to Perform

Stonewood Panels pass the stringent NFPA 285 Standard Fire Test.

Bring Your Vision to Life

Order and view samples at Stonewoodpanels.com or contact a local representative.
STANDARD DESIGN OFFERING

Articulate the beauty of nature with a variety of woodgrains or add depth and intrigue to any space with distinctively designed solid and abstract panels.